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In , re-drawn boundaries led to the constituency of Boothferry in East Yorkshire being renamed " Haltemprice
and Howden ". Goldsborough Hall , near Knaresborough , was used to portray his Yorkshire country residence
and used as a backdrop for the opening photo sequences along with a few exterior shots in the first season
including the scene where he tries to run over the gardener in his Bentley. Alan was the youngest MP at the
age of 31, and was a distillation of the greed and callousness that were considered the hallmarks of new money
Thatcherites. In the last episode he creates splits in both the Tory and Labour Parties and names himself Lord
Protector. When accused of engaging in sex acts with minors, Alan successfully sued The Times newspaper;
when he plotted to get his hands on the stolen millions of Robert Maxwell who was hiding in Bosnia he was
hailed as a humanitarian hero. Even when Alan was sentenced to death he managed to escape the noose and
retain his position in Parliament. Sidney Bliss, the local pub landlord and a former hangman , was completely
in his power in the hope of regaining his position. Many others â€” old Nazis, Cabinet Ministers and even
Salman Rushdie â€” would regularly pay to buy his silence. A good quantity of women he bedded would be
disappointed or contemptuous of his abilities in bed, despite his delusion that they must have enjoyed his
sexual company as much as he did theirs. In the stage show it was revealed that Alan had been the architect of
New Labour when he realised the Tories were done for effectively ignoring the last episode of the series ,
picking a young guitar-playing hippie named Tony Blair and grooming him to be PM. The show saw an older
Alan, fabulously rich after orchestrating Black Wednesday , still up to his old tricks playing America and
Al-Qaeda off each other in the hunt for weapons of mass destruction. Until May [1] Alan wrote a weekly
opinion column in the Sunday Telegraph where he would detail his involvement in current events and even
contributed to a Telegraph special of the Blair years where he hinted at being behind the deaths of John Smith
, Mo Mowlam and Robin Cook. It was even claimed that Piers only became a Barrister at Law and MP for the
Wiltshire seat of Devizes , in his family for generations through the intervention of his Teddy bear. Sarah
originally remained married to Alan purely for money but their relationship evolved as the series progressed.
After that, actress Marsha Fitzalan asked the screenwriters to take out this aspect of her character and she was
instead shown sleeping with other men, which included threesomes. Just as quick to make shady money and
with somewhat sordid personal tastes but with a stronger respect for Parliamentary institutions and the
Conservative Party itself. Greville in fact places the good of the Tory Party far above the good of the country
and says as much in the last episode. Series 4 found Greville out of Parliament after the election when local
voters disagreed with his decision to place a nuclear waste plant in the middle of his own constituency.
Despite being in Parliament for a very long time he has been resigned to the backbenches for many years after
taking the fall in a scandal involving another minister who would go on to become Secretary of State for
Wales. Sir Stephen gives Piers a stern telling-off before declaring that he "might as well accept that peerage"
and then leaves the office, suggesting that he moved up to the House of Lords. Despite these seemingly
genuine concerns for his locality, Roland on many occasions demonstrates his thorough nastiness. It is
revealed that as the young Master of Ingleborough Colliery in , he was prepared to use mustard gas on his
workers to stave off the threat of revolution then dumped the gas under a primary school. Roland is
particularly unpleasant towards the French which he puts down to an unpleasant experience with a French
woman called Giselle in , the last time he touched anything French and swears he will never use words again if
he discovers them to have French origin. Roland also reveals his sinister nature by stating he turned down the
chance to have Leon Brittan as MP for Haltemprice due to him being Jewish, preferring to consume South
African produce South Africa was an apartheid state at the time , and Sarah later reveals that he knew Hitler
socially, although they never discussed politics. He was on the run from the authorities who suspected him of
dubious financial practices and was therefore forced to conduct his shady business with Alan in rather
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unconventional venues including an abandoned railway wagon and the back of an ambulance. The new
Norman is not seen again after the first series. Sidney is also neurotic, suffering particularly from a fear of
depths. In the special, he is a central character when Alan does indeed help re-introduce hanging though he
does it more for personal profit than to help Sidney and is the executioner who is told to execute Alan.
However, his attempt to kill Alan fails. Unlike Alan though he is honest, forthright and does his best by his
constituents. Bob worked his way up from working in a car-plant to being a trade union leader and then
became an MP. Bob however often accuses Alan of sinister motives to which he sometimes accidentally
admits in the house. Political ideals[ edit ] Over the course of the series, stage shows and newspaper columns,
Alan opined on numerous topics, most of which demonstrated his contempt for the working class and indeed
anyone not of the political and financial elite the ordinaries. Alan at one time proposed inverting the rallying
cry of the American War of Independence by stating that "No representation without taxation" was a more
fitting clarion call, believing people such as himself the "enterprising, over-taxed minority" to be called on far
too often to bail out other members of society. Alan used the same argument when proposing to cut off all
social security payments to elderly people as he believes they should have considered how they would look
after themselves instead of wasting their money on "ghastly holidays in Blackpool". When being interviewed
by Brian Walden , Alan readily conceded that should he rule the UK, the rich would only pay tax on their
cocaine, children would be forced to work in mills and the elderly and infirm would be left to die by the
thousands. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. October Learn how and when to remove this template message The sitcom was one
of the most critically successful ITV comedy series of its day, and developed a strong following: However, it
was also regarded as very cruel and irreverent, treating all its subjects with black humour and violent slapstick.
Amazingly, the bill passes, but Jericho is not done: When Jericho hands over his dirt in gratitude and goes to
kill the Bishop, Alan has him arrested and forced out of office. When Crippen reveals the letter on the floor of
the House of Commons, Alan goads him into calling a strike. After the first meeting, Alan steals a sheaf of
particularly outlandish photographs and returns to his office, where he takes a meeting with Lady Virginia, an
irrationally prudish aristocrat who has written a pamphlet entitled "Sex is Wrong". Learning that she will be
forced to skip the upcoming Tory party conference , and seeing an opportunity to make some money and
embarrass the CMR, he convinces her that he can get the pamphlet published, cons her into writing him a
cheque, and then arranges to have it printed up by a pornographic book publisher, complete with full-color
illustrations the same ones he stole from the meeting. At the party conference, however, he learns that Lady
Virginia has decided to attend after all, and when she discovers what he has done, she threatens to tell
Margaret Thatcher. In a panic, Alan delivers a rousing speech to the conference extolling the book as a guide
to resisting the evils of immorality, complete with illustrations of what to resist. The book sells out almost
immediately, and Alan turns a huge profit. Later that evening, at his hotel room , Lady Virginia arrives to tell
him that after his speech, she has begun having feelings she has never had before Norman finds it using an old
map, but refuses to help Alan dump the waste there when he learns that the mine now runs under a primary
school. When he does, he discovers why the mine was closed: Roland offers to let Alan store his waste
elsewhere, in a disused quarry he owns, but says he will charge Alan through the nose for it. James 11 October
â€” Alan is invited to give the commencement speech at his alma mater, and while there encounters his former
classmate Lance Okum-Martin, who tells him that he is now President for Life of the tropical Republic of St.
After sampling some of St. Later, he meets with Norman, who comes up with a new scheme: Alan will get
Lance to let him open an offshore bank on St. James which will be totally anonymous , offer obscenely high
interest rates to depositors, and be tax-free. Once a sufficient number of deposits are made, the bank will go
out of business and Alan will pocket the money. Lance is his grandson, a con man who just wanted to get Alan
high and steal his money. After giving the pilot half of the loot to buy his silence, Alan manages to clear a
slight profit from the venture. Three Line Whipping 18 October â€” Alan spends the night at a famed local
brothel where he enjoys some BDSM , and an aborted police raid nearly makes him late for a morning
television interview. As the interview begins, he discovers that the subject is an important by-election that
happened the night before, and he has no idea what the result was. Humiliated on live TV, Alan takes out his
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anger on a cabbie who was taunting him, seemingly killing him. Desperate to hide the body, Alan stows it in
the back of the cab and drives to his office, where Piers refuses to drive it into the country and set it on fire.
When the police arrive, he convinces them that the cabbie went berserk and kidnapped him, and the cabbie is
hauled away. Back at the office, he discovers that, due to her conversation with the "cabbie," the prime
minister is now quite keen on him, and the Chief Whip is powerless to discipline him. Guzzler, is a
fundamentalist Christian , Alan decides to win him over by getting Norma to pose as a prostitute and seduce
the lecherous Secretary of State for Wales , which Alan will then photograph. After pausing to persuade
Roland to sell him his unprofitable sheep ranch , one of the largest in the country and the only one in
Haltemprice, Alan takes a meeting with Mr. Guzzler and his wife at one of their restaurants. As Sarah refuses
to help him with his scheme, he gets Norma to pose as his wife. At the meeting, the Guzzlers invite Alan and
his "wife" to join them in a swinger party to seal the deal, Alan is naturally forced to refuse. This turns out to
be the right move, as Mr. Unfortunately, the land is the property of the Borough of Hackney , and the only
person who can sell it to him is Georgina Pritt, the black , feminist, socialist leader of the Hackney Council,
whom he spent the entire interview insulting the night before. Turning on the charm , Alan seduces her and
persuades her to sell him the land as part of a deal to turn it into an enterprise zone , but her fellow members of
the Council discover that she has been doing business with him and move to expel her from the party. As her
last act as Council leader, she sells the land to herself and promptly retires to a private island. A depressed
Alan agrees to withdraw his amendment, but cheers himself up by blackmailing the Chief Whip, who
accidentally lets it slip that he is a closeted homosexual. Live from Westminster 22 January â€” Alan
discovers that the introduction of television cameras to the House of Commons is the greatest opportunity of
his career yet. After a few fiery speeches on the floor, he quickly becomes a superstar , and then begins raking
it in by doing testimonials on the House floor and selling product tie-ins featuring himself to his legions of
fans. He even becomes a permanent member of the panel on a popular game show and, despite alienating the
host and the other guests with his insult comedy , becomes a ratings success. His new-found fame backfires,
however, as he learns that Sarah has sold her life story to a national tabloid , which plans to serialise the entire
sordid story, exposing all of his darkest secrets. Racing to 10 Downing Street , he implores Margaret Thatcher
to intervene and stop the publication, but she refuses, saying that she ordered Sarah to write the memoir to cut
him down to size. As the episode closes, Alan exploits the bombing to hawk fire safety gear on the House
floor. Alan responds by suing The Times for libel , and hires Piers to be his barrister. Piers, as expected,
manages to thoroughly bungle the case, and Alan finally fires him during the cross-examination of the reporter
and announces that he will represent himself. Later, as Alan celebrates with Piers and Sarah, the reporter
arrives and explains to the others that he and Alan had set the whole thing up so they could scam the paper out
of the damages. Alan, however, feigns innocence, and reveals that he has taped the entire conversation, which
he will now use to sue the reporter personally for further damages. Lacking the liquidity to invest in the
scheme, and looking to cash in on the publicity from an ongoing Nazi hunt , Alan heads to the home of
Helmut Drucker, an ex-Nazi living in Haltemprice whom Alan has been blackmailing for years, and who he
now plans to turn in for the reward. After making some quick travel arrangements for Drucker, Alan meets
him at a railway station to exchange his tickets for the gold, only to discover that Piers Fletcher-Dervish, not
Lonsdale â€” angry at him for some earlier insultsâ€”has tipped off the media. Panicking, Alan pretends to
have caught Drucker in the act of fleeing the country and in the ensuing struggle, he pushes the old man in
front of an oncoming train. Although he is out the gold, Alan consoles himself that he will at least get some
favourable publicity for killing a Nazi. To his astonishment, however, he finds that none of the media who
were in attendance have reported the incident. Lonsdale explains that this is because the press are under strict
orders from the prime minister not to publish negative stories about Tory MPs, "except, perhaps, Edward
Heath. Once there, Alan finds that his pitch is rejected by the producer, and Piers accidentally samples some
cocaine , which makes him violently, rabidly royalist , but Alan thinks he has saved the night for him, anyway
, when he is propositioned for sex by Donna Nightingale, a sexy soap opera star who proclaims her interest in
bondage. Once they get back to her apartment, the two have stripped down to their underwear , and Donna is
tied to her bed, she announces that she needs some Quaaludes , which are in her purse out in her car. When the
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police come to arrest him for attempting to break in, he swallows the entire bottle, and ends up passing out and
throwing most of the pills back up. Arrested for breaking and entering , public indecency , and possession of
drugs, Alan awakes in the Malibu jail to find Piers coming to bail him out The resourceful Alan, drawing upon
his status as a member of the Stale Food Working Group of the Parliamentary Catering Committee, gets the
last laugh, however: As the guests, including his own wife, slide into nauseous comas, Alan delivers a very
special toast to the happy couple Returning to London, Alan is shocked to discover that in his absence, Piers
has been promoted and is now a junior minister to Sir Greville MacDonald, the Secretary of State for the
Environment.
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Kingsman[ edit ] Kingsman is a privately owned spy organisation in the United Kingdom. Kingsman agents
are characterised by their bespoke bulletproof suits, Oxford shoes , and eyeglasses equipped with audio-visual
communications, as well as their gentlemanly mannerisms. Their codenames are taken from the knights of the
Round Table. Hatters and Berry Bros. He is based on Jack London from the graphic novel. Prior to joining
Kingsman, he was studying to become a lepidopterist , but he joined the British Army instead. Pickle" for 11
years until it died of pancreatitis , then had it preserved for display in his home. He memorialises his missions
by posting front pages of The Sun on the wall of his study room, each presenting an ordinary headline from
the date of an assignment. Just as Valentine reveals his plan to commit a worldwide culling with the
neurological waves, he shoots Harry in the left eye. Harry survives the gunshot due to timely medical attention
by the American spy organisation Statesman, but he loses his left eye and suffers retrograde amnesia. After
several failed attempts to snap Harry out of his amnesia, Eggsy brings in a puppy resembling Mr. Despite
overcoming his amnesia, Harry experiences occasional butterfly hallucinations and impaired reactions due to a
loss of depth perception and being out of practice. He is based on Gary London from the graphic novel. In the
years since the death of his father, Eggsy has fallen into delinquency. He excelled at gymnastics before
pressure from his stepfather Dean forced him to quit. Eggsy has a high I. Upon his entry into the Kingsman
training program, Eggsy becomes the outcast, as the other candidates are well educated and come from
wealthy families. He overcomes bullying from Charlie Hesketh and the other male trainees to become a
finalist alongside Roxanne Morton; however, he ultimately loses when he fails the final test, which involves
shooting his pug J. Unknown to Eggsy, the gun was loaded with blanks. After Harry is shot by Valentine and
left for dead, his codename of Galahad passes to Eggsy. One night, he has dinner with the Royal Family of
Sweden, which indirectly saves him from being killed along with all the other Kingsman agents in Britain in
the hands of the Golden Circle. He is based on Rupert Greaves from the graphic novel. Following the
Doomsday Protocol, they team up with their American counterpart Statesman in their mission to stop the
Golden Circle from killing millions of people affected by their drugs. In order to give Harry and Eggsy an
opening, he distracts the guards by singing " Take Me Home, Country Roads " by his favourite singer John
Denver , causing them to surround him. Once surrounded, he steps off the landmine, killing himself and the
guards. He is based on Sir Giles from the graphic novel. Arthur does not see Eggsy as a likely candidate for
the organisation due to his lower-class background; he is further frustrated when Charlie, his preferred
candidate, is eliminated in the program. Following the church incident, Eggsy discovers that Arthur made a
deal with Valentine after spotting a surgical scar on his neck. Arthur attempts to kill Eggsy with a glass of
poisoned brandy, but dies instead when Eggsy surreptitiously switches glasses with him. With his dying
breath, Arthur curses Eggsy in a Cockney accent , indicating that he is not as aristocratic as he appears to be.
She was selected and introduced into the selection process by Kingsman agent Percival. When it is just her
and Eggsy as the last two contenders, she beats him and becomes the new " Lancelot " by showing willingness
to shoot her training dog although the round is actually a blank. Roxy makes a brief appearance in Kingsman:
The Golden Circle, covertly feeding information and conversation points to Eggsy during his dinner with
Crown Princess Tilde and her parents. Whilst on a mission in , both he, Harry, and Merlin were saved by Lee
Unwin, who sacrificed himself by jumping on a suicide bomber. She is actually bait for the trio to fall into the
interrogation test, suggesting she works in some capacity for Kingsman. Interrogator The Interrogator Richard
Brake has each of the final three Kingsman trainees tied to a railroad track in front of an oncoming train before
asking them about the organisation. He is killed when a missile fired by the Golden Circle destroys the
Kingsman tailor shop. Harry later reveals to Eggsy that Amelia was not a trainee, but an undercover Kingsman
staff member planted within the group who faked her death to help solidify the high stakes of the training.
They are both eliminated in the skydiving test for failing to land on the target. Statesman[ edit ] Statesman is
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an American private spy organisation posing as a Bourbon whiskey distillery in Louisville, Kentucky. In
contrast to Kingsman, Statesman agents wear more rugged suits, cowboy hats, leather boots, and aviator
sunglasses that operate similarly to Kingsman eyeglasses. With the exception of Ginger Ale see below , they
are codenamed after alcoholic beverages. In a conversation with Champ, it is suggested he came from humble
beginnings much like Eggsy, working as a rodeo clown before being taken on by the Statesman. When the
blue rash worsens to a state of mania known as the "dancing disease", Ginger Ale has Tequila frozen in a
cryogenic chamber to stabilise his health. Seeing that Whiskey has an ulterior motive, Harry shoots him in the
head. Whiskey recovers back at Statesman headquarters and stops Eggsy and Harry from deploying the
antidote, revealing that he wants all drug users dead after his pregnant wife was shot and killed by two
methamphetamine addicts in a robbery years earlier. For years, she desired to be promoted into agent status,
but Whiskey voted against her whenever a vacancy opened up. Many years after the death of her husband Lee,
she marries Dean Baker and has a child with him. However, she and Eggsy are frequently abused by Dean.
When Eggsy kills Valentine, he manages to stop his mother from killing his baby sister. After becoming a
full-fledged Kingsman agent, Eggsy encourages his mother to leave Dean and move to a new home. When
Kingsman discovers that Arnold is alive and has returned to work in London, Harry pays him a visit. The
Golden Circle, she and Eggsy are in a relationship and living together in London. Tilde gives Eggsy a new
puppy to replace his dog JB, also killed in the strike, before he departs to bring down the Golden Circle cartel.
She is distraught when Eggsy tells her the mission requires him to seduce another woman. Later, Princess
Tilde calls Eggsy in a state of mania, alerting him that she has been infected with the drugs. She is cured with
the antidotes and at the end of the film, she marries Eggsy. Elton John In Kingsman: During her televised
message to the President of the United States, Poppy demonstrates the antidote of her toxin on a paralysed
Elton. Main[ edit ] Richmond Valentine The main antagonist of Kingsman: Jackson is a tech industry
billionaire philanthropist who speaks with a lisp and has a weak stomach for violence. He is based on Dr.
Valentine is extremely concerned with global warming , and after several failed environmental projects, comes
to the conclusion that mankind is both the cause and the problem. Valentine begins to distribute free SIM
cards offering unlimited phone and Internet coverage worldwide, planning to use them to transmit a
neurological wave that triggers aggression and switches off inhibitors in the brain, which will result in mass
killing worldwide and thus reduce the global population. At the same time, he abducts several celebrities and
dignitaries while making deals with those who agree with his plan by implanting an electronic device on their
necks that make them immune to the broadcast. Valentine confronts him, and after revealing his plan to Hart
shoots him in the head, an act that causes him to nearly throw up in disgust. Following the church incident,
Valentine initiates "V-Day", when he plans to broadcast his neurological wave on a global scale. Having lost
her legs at a young age, she walks using metallic appendages that double as razor sharp blades. It is she who
kills James Spencer, the original "Lancelot", in Argentina. She is also instrumental in the kidnapping of Crown
Princess Tilde of Sweden, murdering her two bodyguards when they try to intervene. After a long bout of
hand-to-hand combat, Gazelle is killed by Eggsy, who cuts her arm with a poison-tipped shoe blade. Despite
having essentially a monopoly on the recreational drug trade, she does not take drugs, or consume other
addictive substances such as sugar or alcohol. Poppy utilises robots in addition to people to provide security,
noting that they are much more loyal and better at following orders. Two of such robots are cybernetic attack
dogs named Bennie and Jet, named after the Elton John song " Bennie and the Jets ". She is mentioned to
suffer from an unspecified mental illness, and displays psychopathic tendencies. Poppy laces a toxin within
every recreational drug available, which causes users to develop blue rashes all over their body before
progressing through mania, paralysis, and ultimately, death. With millions of users affected by the blue rash,
she offers the antidote to the world if the President of the United States ends the war on drugs and makes her
organisation legally immune. When Harry and Eggsy break through her lair, Poppy is forced to give them the
password to the remote control for the antidote drones after Eggsy injects her with a large dose of heroin
which contains a considerably more potent version of her toxin engineered by Merlin. After giving the
password, she immediately dies, not from the effects of the virus, but from a heroin overdose. Supporting[ edit
] Charlie Hesketh Charles "Charlie" Hesketh Edward Holcroft is a Kingsman trainee who is eliminated in the
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semifinals after failing the railroad tracks test when he reveals the organisation to his interrogator. It is
revealed in Kingsman: Eggsy then fights Charlie with one arm behind his back and breaks his neck to avenge
his friends and fellow agents, informing Charlie before he does so that he is more of a gentleman than Charlie
would ever be. He takes pleasure in abusing both Eggsy and his mother. After his gang mates are knocked out
by Harry in the bar, Dean threatens to kill Eggsy before Harry stops him remotely, threatening to expose his
criminal activities if he harms Eggsy. Dean and his gang are not heard from again after Eggsy enters the local
pub as a Kingsman agent and knocks him out with a beer mug and defeats most of his gang. When the gang
confronts Harry at the pub the next day, Harry knocks out Rottweiler with a stun bullet from his umbrella. He
betrays Princess Tilde and sides with Valentine, allowing her to be kidnapped. However, as part of his
initiation, Angel is ordered by Poppy to kill Charles by forcing him through a meat grinder. He believes
allowing the "junkie scum" to die from the effects of the virus will both eradicate drug use in the United States
and allow his administration to claim they have won the war on drugs. Not discriminating against who is
detained, he even has Fox, his Chief of Staff, quarantined when she develops the blue rash. After the antidote
is released worldwide, Fox has the President impeached for conspiring to commit mass genocide on all drug
users. At the Glastonbury Festival , Eggsy plants a tracking device in her. When she develops the blue rash
after taking drugs at the festival, she unknowingly leads Eggsy, Harry, and Whiskey to the antidote factory in
northern Italy after her communication with Charlie is intercepted. Before escaping with the antidote sample,
Eggsy lets slip to Charlie that he and Clara almost slept together. Fueled by rage and jealousy, Charlie kills
Clara and destroys the antidote factory by activating its self-destruct mechanism.
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The 18th century was a wealth of knowledge, exploration and rapidly growing technology and expanding record-keeping
made possible by advances in the printing press.

Govt vows to maintain normalcy Bengal bandh today: Govt vows to maintain normalcy Government has
assured that all steps have been taken to ensure normalcy on Wednesday. It has asked shops, offices and all
establishments along with educational institutes to function normally. Statesman News Service Kolkata
September 26, 4: To ensure that people take out their vehicles without any fear, the state government has come
up with a comprehensive insurance policy wherein compensation amounting to a maximum of Rs 6 lakh
would be provided in case of any damage caused to vehicles during the bandh. The BJP has called a hour
shutdown in the state on Wednesday in protest against the deaths of two students allegedly in police firing at
Islampur in North Dinjarpur district on September Home Secretary Atri Bhattacharya has written to the
Railway ministry to ensure normal train services on Wednesday. Government has assured that all steps have
been taken to ensure normalcy on Wednesday. It has also assured that adequate public transport facilities will
be available on Wednesday. In fact, government will run additional buses during the bandh. A notification
making attendance mandatory on Tuesday, Wednesday and on 27 September has already been issued by the
finance department. Ministers and MLAs have been asked to remain in their respective constituencies and
personally monitor the streets from 6 a. A control room has been set up in Nabanna to monitor the bandh
across the state. The group of ministers would reach the state secretariat in the afternoon and hold a meeting
after monitoring the situation. Consumer affairs minister Sadhan Pande said that there is no culture of bandhs
in Bengal. Kolkata Police sources said that police personnel will be on duty on Wednesday. The force will be
under the command of 21 deputy commissioners and 70 additional commissioners. If commuters face any
trouble on the road, they have been asked to inform police or administration. In case of vandalism, police
would treat it as criminal offence and take necessary action. The state consumer affairs department will install
complaint boxes at police stations and at some road crossings. After Education Minister Partha Chatterjee said
on Tuesday at Nabanna that no schools and colleges will be shut on Wednesday, Burdwan University has
revoked its notice postponing the examinations. They have issued a further notification to the students that all
examination schedules will remain unchanged. Mr Chatterjee said that the government had requested all
school authorities to keep their institutions open but despite this, some schools declared it a non-working day.
A few schools have decided to postpone examinations and to keep their schools shut. Three schools of Ashoke
Hall group have postponed the examinations. Sashi Panja, minister of women and child development and
social welfare, said:
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Chapter 4 : â€˜The Statesmanâ€™ Review: Pierre Courregeâ€™s Entertaining Look at Presidential Politic
The Statesman Foil'd: A Musical Comedy of Two Acts. Performed at the Theatre Royal in the Hay-Market. the Musick
Composed by Mr. Rush [Robert Dossie] on racedaydvl.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

Let me translate that for you. He also is condescending towards Eggsy and Harry. Harry shoots him in the
head, suspecting him of being a Double Agent. He survives thanks to Eggsy applying the Statesman
nanomachines. He confidently tells Eggsy to "watch and learn" from him before trying to seduce a target.
Cruel and Unusual Death: An outright villainous, if still-sympathetic, one. Dark and Troubled Past: His wife,
who was pregnant with their son, was a casualty when two drug users robbed a convenience store. The Golden
Circle makes a lot of comparisons between Whiskey and Harry. Both are top agents in their respective
agencies, both mentor Eggsy with varying results , both have motivations that are driven by tragedy, and both
even have a bar fight scene to establish their badass credentials. Too bad that while Harry is heroic enough to
not actually wish death upon a church full of bigots, Whiskey is willing to let innocent people die along with
the actual criminals. Fish out of Water: One-sided example with Ginger. It turns out he has an irrational dislike
towards Ginger due to reasons not fully explored. Ginger quickly snaps him out of it. Both Eggsy and him
have to live through a very traumatic experience, Eggsy losing all his colleagues at Kingsman not to mention
his dog , and Whiskey losing his pregnant wife. Whiskey, on the other hand, does a very great job of hiding
his true feelings, but deep down he harbors a deep hatred and desire for vengeance against drug-users for
killing his wife, and he lets his emotions cloud his judgments, making him willing to condemn every drug user
to death. To Harry as well. However, while Harry is an complete gentleman who treats Eggsy with nothing
short of respect and patience, Whiskey is often condescending towards Eggsy despite the implication that he
sees him as a surrogate for his unborn son. His pregnant wife was killed in a shootout between meth-heads,
causing him to develop a burning hatred of drug users. He Who Fights Monsters: According to him, he and his
wife were this. His plan is to let millions of innocent drug-using victims that include literal children perish,
with side-effect of skyrocketing Statesman liquor sales. But, his only true love was his beloved wife, who was
murdered. Avenging his dead wife is his biggest motivator for betraying the Statesmen. A Polaroid image of
his deceased wife during their happy times is what Ginger uses to bring back his memories whenever she
needs to. Harry suspects him of being this and shoots him in the head as a result, but Eggsy saves him using
the Statesman nanomachine film. Only in It for the Money: His Freudian Excuse mentioned above is one
reason why he wants all drug users to die. The other is the fact that, according to him, his Statesman shares
will skyrocket when it happens. His wife was pregnant with their son when she was murdered. Of sorts, to
Eggsy. His real name is Jack Daniels. It was just too good of an opportunity to pass up. Revolvers Are Just
Better: He dual-wields a pair of Colt Single Action Army revolvers. And he has a personal F fighter jet!
Honestly, Whiskey runs on little else but Rule of Cool. Another factor of this is his dead wife as he never
moved on from mourning her. As you can probably notice, half the tropes here are about how cool he is, the
other half is about his hidden agenda and motivation. He spins his revolvers around his trigger fingers while
fighting off a swarm of mooks. His main weapon is an extendable lasso which also can be energized and cut
people in half, but he also has a whip on the side.
Chapter 5 : Bengal bandh today: Govt vows to maintain normalcy
My husband, meanwhile, seems to pull off several feet of aluminum foil just to wrap a sliver of lime.I find these treasures
littering the back of the refrigerator, looking like crumpled silver cat.

Chapter 6 : Hanukkah Foil Wrap- Custom Foil Wrapping Paper and Ribbons
Book digitized by Google from the library of Oxford University and uploaded to the Internet Archive by user tpb.
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Chapter 7 : Kashmir | Army Major, 3 soldiers killed while foiling infiltration bid
An Army major and three soldiers were killed while trying to foil an infiltration bid in Gurez sector of north Kashmir, about
km from Srinagar. The martyred soldiers are Major K P Rane.

Chapter 8 : Film Review: â€˜The Statesmanâ€™
The West Bengal administration claims to have made all arrangements to foil the hour bandh called by the BJP on
Wednesday. To ensure that people take out their vehicles without any fear, the.

Chapter 9 : R Statesman â€“ Supro
The New Statesman is a British sitcom made in the late s and early s satirising the United Kingdom's Conservative Party
Government of the period. It was written by Laurence Marks and Maurice Gran at the request of, and as a starring
vehicle for, its principal actor Rik Mayall.
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